JOINT CALL FOR PROPOSALS
“Franco-German Innovation projects on Artificial Intelligence Technologies”

- You have a proven expertise in AI or applied AI?
- You would like to share and pitch your innovative ideas?
- You are interested in French-German cooperation?
- You are looking for industrial use cases or academic partners at TU Munich and Institut Mines-Télécom?

Joint our online brokerage event on March 16, 2021!

The German-French Academy for the Industry of the Future aims at:

- Fostering the French-German cooperation in AI
- Providing information on the Joint Call for Proposals “Franco-German Innovation projects on AI Technologies”
- Connecting you to potential partners
- Fostering ideas matching and networking between industrials experts and researchers from TUM and IMT
- Leveraging the expertise of its community and pushing forward joint proposals

Program:

11:25  Greetings & introduction
11:30  Presentation of the Call for Proposals on Innovation Projects on AI Technologies
       Ask your questions to Bpi and DLR-PT contact persons
12:00  Industry experts pitches and presentation of use cases
       Academic pitches from TUM and IMT researchers
13:30  Breakout sessions
14:00  Closing

Registration required for pitches. The link to the videoconference tool will be sent after registration.

Contact, registration & Information: morwenna.joubin@tum.de / paul-guilhem.meunier@imt.fr / www.future-industry.org

Organized by